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Data scientists and statisticians know a powerful analytical tool simply by the name “R”—an opensource, free programming language and environment for statistical computing. It is historically
one of the fastest-growing statistical programming languages and a top tool of choice in the data
scientist’s toolkit.
Statisticians, data scientists, and analysts are an integral part of the business, tasked with sifting
through the vast amount of data available today to discover valuable new insights. Whether it’s
identifying complex patterns and relationships or using the data to predict future activities,
uncovering these insights requires the ability to build statistical models, then analyze and share the
results—a job suited perfectly for Tableau’s integration with R.
While R handles the “heavy lifting” of statistical analysis, Tableau allows you to explore and
visualize the results in a simple drag-and-drop environment, turning your statistical findings into
a beautiful dashboard. With Tableau Server, you can securely share these visualizations across the
business, putting the hard work of data scientists into the hands of the business user. When it’s easy
to see and communicate the results of advanced analytics, these analyses can play a more integral
role in driving decision-making across the business.
Together, Tableau and R offer the best of both worlds, making it quick and easy to take advantage of
data to solve today’s increasingly complex business challenges.
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Sift Through the Noise to Learn What Customers Are Saying

Sentiment Analysis
Online opinions, such as comments, reviews, and discussions across popular sites like Twitter,
Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest, and Amazon, are like buried treasure for companies wanting to manage
their relationships with customers. But finding the hidden gems requires cutting through a lot of
noise. From product development to reputation management, organizations need to systematically sift
through online conversations in order to understand them and take action.			
To do that, many are turning to sentiment analysis.			
R offers functionality that makes it easy to parse text and determine sentiment, but people need a way
to view the output to use it for decision-making. By integrating R with Tableau, you can pull that output
into a visualization, drawing attention to positive and negative comments with color (Figure 1). You can
also take it a step further, grouping these comments to analyze how sentiment has changed over time.

Figure 1: By visualizing the output of R’s sentiment analysis, it’s easy for anyone to spot customer problems.
In no time at all, sentiment analysis can cut through the noise and show business users what customers
are saying, as they are saying it. This lets your company quickly identify specific issues or changing
trends and respond with targeted public relations or marketing strategies.
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Automate the Decision-Making Process

Prescriptive Analysis
Have you ever wondered how airlines determine their ever-changing ticket prices? Airlines sort through
a complex set of travel variables, customer demand, and timing to offer ticket prices that will entice sales
without hurting profits. Given a set of constraints, they’re hunting for the optimal ticket price. This is a task
for prescriptive analytics.				
Where descriptive analytics describes what has already happened, and predictive analytics describes
what could happen, prescriptive analytics helps decide what should happen. When faced with a number of
potential decisions, it analyzes for the best possible outcome. Prescriptive analytics thrives on big data.
R handles prescriptive analytics quite easily using optimization functions, and with Tableau, you can
visualize and communicate those results, empowering the business to make decisions based on the
statistical horsepower of R. For instance, below you’ll find an example of R’s optim() output visualized as a
treemap. In this case, we’re visualizing optimal portfolio allocation for four stocks.

Figure 2: Tableau makes it easy to visualize the output of R’s prescriptive analytics functionality, like in this example 		
of portfolio allocation.
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Analyze Complex Data Sets with Machine Learning

Decision Trees
Sometimes data is so complex or fast moving that it is difficult to group or make decisions for
individual instances. One solution is to use a machine learning model to segment your data into
like subsets for easier exploration and further modeling. R allows a user to quickly build decision
trees to classify complex data based on previous examples.				
Once your team has written an R script to classify data using a decision tree model, you can use
that classification in any Tableau data visualization to drive color, shape, or grouping, simply by
dragging and dropping. In fact, once you’ve created the R script to classify the data, any business
user can leverage the results in a data visualization.				
In the visualization below (Figure 3), a decision tree was used to classify new accounts into groups
by the predicted lifetime spend of the account based on factors like location, size, revenue, and
growth. To forecast revenue for the following year, we applied a second regression model to each
new account, specially tailored to companies of each size. Using Tableau with R, any business user
could explore data in this way, building on the decision tree functionality created in R by a data
scientist or data science team.

Figure 3: This visualization shows customer segment classifications created by an R decision tree. A business user
can easily combine that data with real and projected sales data (in this case, data from 2017 and 2018) to
understand how each segment’s spend varied between years.
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Show it Wasn’t Chance

Statistical Testing
Statistical testing aims to show that it is unlikely that we would see the data we are seeing, purely as a result
of random chance. For example, in pharmaceutical research, researchers give one group (group A) a placebo
and one group (group B) the actual drug. They may see both groups improve, but let’s say group B improved
more than group A. They use statistical testing to determine if the difference in improvement between the
two groups is big enough to be statistically significant. 				
Your sample may include categorical data such as gender or ethnicity, or it may include measures such as
weight, age, or even amount of time. You can use Tableau to group your data into as many categories as are
relevant and you can compute significance (p-values) for each of these with only one line of code.
R offers a wide variety of statistical testing functions and Tableau makes it easy to see the results of these
tests. For example, Tableau’s parameters make it simple for any user to adjust options in tests like the
Welch’s two-sample t-test and visualize the result.

Figure 4: Tableau makes it easy to visualize the outputs of R’s statistical testing functions and provide filters that 			
allow users to adjust test options.
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See How Data Changes Over Time

Time-series Analysis
Much of the world’s data contains an element of time—everything from weather to sales to stock
portfolios. Analyzing data over time has a variety of benefits, including the ability to see important trends
and seasonality.
R offers a wide range of tools for analyzing and forecasting time series data. Once you’ve created a
time-series model in R, you can leverage that model to visualize the data in Tableau. In Tableau, you
can drag and drop other fields into the view to see how other factors impacted those trends in the data.
Let’s say there’s a spike in a particular month. In Tableau, you can drill into that spike and determine the
underlying cause, without any additional coding.
Tableau also offers a drag-and-drop forecast feature based on the forecast package in R. If you are
using the forecast package, simply click on Forecast in Tableau’s Analytics Tab to create an interactive
visualization. With the combination of R and Tableau, you have the power to customize your model along
with the ability to interact with it using filters and parameters.

Figure 5: In this example, teams can explore a customer demand forecast, with the ability to drill down into the visualization
and filter by company name.
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Test Different Scenarios

What-if Analysis
“What-if analysis” allows you to test hypotheses for better decision making. To test different business
scenarios, you may want to explore how changes to a particular value or set of values affect the output of
your analysis. The combination of Tableau and R allows you to perform this testing in a visual way, without
additional coding.
Let’s say you’ve built a model in R to see how different production indicators affect overall sales. You can
bring that model into a Tableau dashboard to add parameters for each of these indicators. This allows your
team to adjust these indicators and quickly determine how these changes affect the overall output. In the
visualization below (Figure 6), teams could adjust start and end dates to see how production timelines
affect the predicted sales for the year. This is yet another way to open up the power of an R model across an
organization.

Figure 6: Tableau parameters allow teams to leverage a model to test different scenarios in the context of a visualization.
Combine the statistical power of R with Tableau to visually explore your data and make adjustments on the
fly. Share your results with people of all skill levels to drive value from findings across an organization.
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